GE Energy has retrofitted brush seals into more than 19 operating steam turbines. Brush seals offer superior leakage control compared to labyrinth seals, owing to their compliant nature and ability to maintain very tight clearances to the rotating shaft. Seal designs have been established for steam turbines ranging in size from 12 MW to over 1200 MW, including fossil, nuclear, combined-cycle and industrial applications.

Steam turbines present unique design challenges that must be addressed to ensure that the potential performance benefits of brush seals are realized. Brush seals can have important effects on the overall turbine system that must be taken into account to assure reliable operation. Subscale rig tests are instrumental to understanding seal behavior under simulated steam-turbine operating conditions, prior to installing brush seals in the field. This presentation discusses the technical challenges of designing brush seals for steam turbines; subscale testing; performance benefits of brush seals; overall system effects; and field applications.
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Outline of presentation
Brush Seal Locations – Shaft Seals

Allowable number of brush seals determined by Rotordynamic evaluation.

Typical Brush Seal Locations

Brush Seals at LP rotor ends reduce Steam Seal System needs; seals at HP/IP rotor ends reduce supply leakage.

Brush Seals at selected HP and LP interstage locations further improve heat rate.
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Brush seals applied to maximize performance benefit.
- Typically interstage locations of High Pressure Section
- Low Pressure section interstage as well
- Also end packings to prevent end leakage (some steam leakage from HP end seals is used to seal LP ends, so LP ends must be sealed as well
- Total permissible number of seals per rotor is evaluated from standpoint of rotordynamics
Sealing accounts for nearly 1/3 of total turbine stage efficiency loss.

Sealing accounts for roughly 1/3 of total stage efficiency loss in a steam turbine.
Typical pressure drop across interstage seal is 100-400 psid.

End packing seals typically up to 600 psid.

Can be up to 2000 psid at inlet end of ST; GE is developing compliant seals to handle this.
Seals Test Rigs at Cross Manufacturing

**Ambient Dynamic Rig**

**Static Pressure Distribution Rig**

Ambient dynamic rig capability:
- Maximum Pressure = 1.8 MPa (260 psia)
- Maximum speed = 20,000 rev/min
- Maximum surface speed = 136 m/s (444 ft/s)
- Axial displacement capability
- Radial displacement capability

Subscale testing has been conducted jointly between GE and Cross Mfg. in the UK.

Cross’ two subscale rigs are used to perform screening tests on new seal designs, evaluating leakage behavior, wear, and robustness.
Seals Test Rig at GE Global Research

Rig Capabilities:
- Steam at up to 8.3 MPa (1200 psi); 400 °C (750°F)
- Air at up to 3.1 MPa (450 psi), 540°C (1000°F)
- Rotor surface speeds up to 245 m/s (800 ft/s)
- CrMoV rotor on tilting-pad bearings
- Stepped rotor allows wear/hysteresis testing

Test for:
- Leakage
- Durability / pressure capability
- Seal / rotor wear
- Seal hysteresis
- Rotor dynamics

GE GRC Rig capable of testing in 1200 psi, 750 F Steam
or 450 psi, 1000 F Air

Capable of 800 ft/s surface speed (36000 RPM).

5.1” shaft supported on tilting pad journal bearings; can be run above 1st and 2nd critical speeds to evaluate rotordynamics.

Rig is used for leakage and wear testing of ST, GT, and AE brush and labyrinth seals.
Various brush seal arrangements tested over pressure ranges typical of steam turbine interstage seals.

Even with assembly clearance, brush seal leakage is typically <1/3 that of a conventional labyrinth seal.
Steam Turbine solid, flexible shaft is sensitive to rub-induced heating and possibility of resultant rotor “bow”, which results in rotor vibrations.

Seals concentrated near rotor midspan affect rotor during startup (passing through critical speed). Seals near rotor ends tend to affect rotor at speeds just below 2nd critical speed. (ST’s typically run between the 1st and 2nd critical speeds.

Impact on rotordynamic response is reduced with increasing assembly clearance.

Brush seals assembled with clearance; blowdown results in minimal contact of bristles to rotor, but significant performance improvement.
Rotordynamics & Turbine Operation

- Contacting Seals at Midspan
  - Influence Behavior Below 1st Bending Critical Speed
  - Start-Up Affected
- Contacting Seals at Rotor Ends
  - Influence Behavior Below 2nd Critical Speed
  - Stability at Running Speed Affected
- Design Methodology Developed
  - Relates Several Rotordynamic System Parameters
  - Determines Acceptable Number of Seals to Apply

Turbine Can Be Started and Operated Normally with NO SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Rotordynamics is a very important consideration in how many seals are applied, at which locations, and with what level of assembly clearance/interference.

GE has developed a tool to assess rotordynamic impact; validated through lab testing and field experience.

Brush seals are applied in GE steam turbines with no added constraints on turbine operability.
Bristle / Rotor Wear

- Brush Seals Contact the Rotor during machine transients

- Optimum bristle material is temperature-dependent, and is determined via sliding and rotational wear testing
  - Haynes® 25 for T > 260°C (500°F)
  - Hastelloy® C-276 for T < 260°C (500°F)

- No rotor coating required

Haynes 25 is standard bristle material for ST applications >500°F

Hastelloy C276 is standard bristle material for ST applications <500°F

Temperatures typically range from 500-1050 F in high pressure turbine section, <500°F in low pressure section.
Used on uncoated CrMoV rotor.
Bristle aerodynamic stability is an important design consideration.
Steam Turbine Test Vehicle

- 3.5 MW Boiler Feed-Pump Turbine
- Steam path modified to mimic thermodynamic design of a utility steam turbine
- Interstage and Bucket Tip Brush Seals tested
- 1% Efficiency improvement measured for brush seals

Fully Instrumented Test Vehicle Allows for Pressures, Temperatures to be Measured at Discrete Radial Positions at each stage.

Velocity profiles at specified locations measured.

Back to back performance testing with brush seals in a STEAM ENVIRONMENT validates predictive methods.
Field Experience

- 85 MW HP Section
- 250 MW Opposed Flow High Pressure/Intermediate Pressure Section
- 700 MW HP Sections
- 900 MW HP Sections
- 1000 MW Nuclear Turbine
- Brush Seals applied at Hp End Packings, Interstage, and Bucket Tips

Approx. 20 machines in the field with approximately 200 brush seals.

Fleet leader has eight years of service.
Inspection Results - HP Shaft Seals

Seals inspected after 17 months of service.
Seals found in excellent condition and returned to service.

End packing seals (3 brushes shown).

Polishing of rotor surface.

Minimal brush wear observed.
Inspection Results - HP Shaft Seals

Shaft seal durability established.

250 MW End Packing – After 17 months

700 MW Stage 6 – After 3 years

900 MW Stage 5 – After 3 years

Note the polished rotor. Not only in this view, but throughout the circumference, the bristles survived. Bristle density is good and clearance (no wear) maintained. These were reinstalled after the outage.
Most recent inspection results.

85 MW power generation turbine; 8 interstage seals in high pressure steam interstage locations.

8 years of service; approximately 30 startups.

Polished rotor at all seal locations.

Polished bristle tips around seal circumference at all seal locations.

Seals performing as intended after 8 years of service.
Bucket Tip Seals / Integral Cover Buckets

- 250 MW unit - Seal installed adjacent to integral cover buckets of second IP stage
- Overall seal integrity is good after 17 months; seal returned to service
- Some stray bristles at seal segment ends; segment end design improved
- New bucket cover designs eliminate radial inflow/outflow, allowing wider use of brush seals

Tip seal in this unit looked very good. This end segment is slightly gnarled at the end, but along the circumference, the bristles survived. Note that over bucket tips, gaps between cover sections or radial steps at the junction of adjacent cover sections are important design considerations.

Further work underway to improve robustness of bucket tip brush seals.
Brush seal quality is crucial to achieving intended seal stiffness and leakage performance, and for ensuring that the seals do not adversely affect turbine operation (rotor heating, rotordynamics, rotor thrust, leakage, etc.).
Cross (the seal vendor), and GE (the turbine OEM) have several patents on brush seals and their application to steam turbines.
Summary

Brush Seals are an effective means of improving steam turbine efficiency.

- Brush seals provide significant performance benefit in Overall Heat Rate due to reduced leakage rates for utility steam turbines (actual benefit is application-specific).
- Brush seal design characteristics are well understood.
- Consideration of the turbine as a system is important for the full performance benefit of brush seals to be realized.
- Analytical predictions and extensive lab testing have been verified with field experience.
- Brush seal quality is essential to maximizing performance benefit.
- Joint development between seal vendor and turbine manufacturer has led to several patents.

Conclusions